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The Precariat The New Dangerous Class SPECIAL COVID-19 EDITION Bloomsbury Publishing This book presents the new
Precariat – the rapidly growing number of people facing lives of insecurity, on zero hours contracts, moving in and out of jobs that give
little meaning to their lives. The delivery driver who brings your packages, the uber driver who gets you to work, the security guard at
the mall, the carer looking after our elderly...these are The Precariat. Guy Standing investigates this new and growing group, ﬁnding a
frustrated and angry new underclass who are often ignored by politicians and economists. The rise of zero hours contracts,
encouraged by fat cat corporations as risk-free employment, and by silicon valley as a way of outsourcing costs and responsibility, has
been exacerbated by the COVID pandemic. At the same time, in its experience of lockdown, the western world is realizing the true
value of these nurses, carers and key workers. The answer? The return of income security and meaningful work - the principles 20th
century capitalism was built on. By making the fears and desires of the Precariat central to economic thinking, Standing shows how
concepts like Basic Income are not just desirable but inevitable, and plots the way to a better future. A Precariat Charter From
Denizens to Citizens A&C Black This book is available as open access through the Bloomsbury Open Access programme and is
available on www.bloomsburycollections.com. Guy Standing's immensely inﬂuential 2011 book introduced the Precariat as an
emerging mass class, characterized by inequality and insecurity. Standing outlined the increasingly global nature of the Precariat as a
social phenomenon, especially in the light of the social unrest characterized by the Occupy movements. He outlined the political risks
they might pose, and at what might be done to diminish inequality and allow such workers to ﬁnd a more stable labour identity. His
concept and his conclusions have been widely taken up by thinkers from Noam Chomsky to Zygmunt Bauman, by political activists
and by policy-makers. This new book takes the debate a stage further, looking in more detail at the kind of progressive politics that
might form the vision of a Good Society in which such inequality, and the instability it produces, is reduced. A Precariat Charter
discusses how rights - political, civil, social and economic - have been denied to the Precariat, and argues for the importance of
redeﬁning our social contract around notions of associational freedom, agency and the commons. General Theory of the Precariat
Great Recession, Revolution, Reaction From the fast-food industry to the sharing economy, precarious work has become the norm
in contemporary capitalism, like the anti-globalization movement predicted it would. This book describes how the precariat came into
being under neoliberalism and how it has radicalized in response to crisis and austerity. It investigates the political economy of
precarity and the historical sociology of the precariat, and discusses movements of precarious youth against oligopoly and oligarchy in
Europe, America, and East Asia. Precariat: Labour, Work and Politics Routledge In his recent work, Guy Standing has identiﬁed a
new class which has emerged from neo-liberal restructuring with, he argues, the revolutionary potential to change the world: the
precariat. This, according to Standing, is ‘a class-in-the-making, internally divided into angry and bitter factions’ consisting of ‘a
multitude of insecure people, living bits-and-pieces lives, in and out of short-term jobs, without a narrative of occupational
development, including millions of frustrated educated youth..., millions of women abused in oppressive labour, growing numbers of
criminalised tagged for life, millions being categorised as "disabled" and migrants in their hundreds of millions around the world. They
are denizens; they have a more restricted range of social, cultural, political and economic rights than citizens around them’. This
present book explores the nature, shape and context of precariat, evaluating the internal consistency and applications of the concept.
Demonstrating the sheer breadth and depth of application, the chapters cover a wide-range of topics, from the relationships between
precariat and authoritarianism, multitude (another concept to achieve popular consciousness), and place as well as the nature of
precarious identities and subjectivities among those working in immaterial labour. The book concludes with a reply by Standing to
reviews of Precariat. This book was published as a special issue of Global Discourse. The Politics of the Precariat From Populism
to Lulista Hegemony Historical Materialism An innovative reading of the social history of Brazil using the "politics of the precariat"
as an analytical vector. Privileged Precariat White Workers and South Africa's Long Transition to Majority Rule Cambridge
University Press White working-class experiences of South Africa's transition provide a reinterpretation of how class colours race in the
era of neoliberalism. The Cinema of the Precariat The Exploited, Underemployed, and Temp Workers of the World
Bloomsbury Publishing USA The Cinema of the Precariat is the ﬁrst book to lay out the incredible range of the precariat (the social
class suﬀering from precarity) as well as a detailed report on the cinematic record of their work and lives.It discusses a thorough and
deﬁnitive selection of more than 250 ﬁlms and related visual media that take the measure of the precariat worldwide. For example,
thousands of Haitians, including children, harvest sugar cane in the Dominican Republic (The Price of Sugar), while illegal Afghan
refugees work in Iran (Delbaran). More familiar are the millions of Latino immigrants, legal or not, of all ages, that work in the United
States (Food Chains). Each chapter focuses on a sub-class of the precariat or a contested zone of labor or the evolving political
manifestation of the struggles of the unorganized and the dispossessed. Among the hundreds of bewildering ﬁlm choices available
nowadays this book oﬀers the reader reliable guidance to the ﬁlms bringing to life the economic, political, and social dilemmas faced
by millions of the world's global workforce and their families. The Construction Precariat Dependence, Domination and Labour
in Dhaka Routledge Positioned within the discourse of neoliberalism and precarious work, this book draws on Guy Standing’s notion
of "the precariat" in an examination of the role of recruiting individuals as the key actors in labour recruitment and management
practices that produce precarious work conditions. Based on extensive empirical work on migrant construction workers and their
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recruiters in Dhaka, the capital of Bangladesh and one of the fastest-growing cities in the world, it explores the ways in which
exploitative employment relationships contribute to various pressures and insecurities amongst migrant workers and limit the scope
for labour protection. Oﬀering new insights into the ﬁeld of labour migration by unpacking the interconnections between rural-urban
labour migration, recruitment and precarious employment, The Construction Precariat conceptualises the domination of recruiters as
producing "hyper-individualised employment", and sheds light on the manner in which this relationship of domination and dependence
contributes heavily both to the conditions of precariousness and to the control and exploitation of migrant workers. Building China
Informal Work and the New Precariat Cornell University Press Roughly 260 million workers in China have participated in a mass
migration of peasants moving into the cities, and construction workers account for almost half of them. In Building China, Sarah
Swider draws on her research in Beijing, Guangzhou, and Shanghai between 2004 and 2012, including living in an enclave, working on
construction jobsites, and interviews with eighty-three migrants, managers, and labor contractors. This ethnography focuses on the
lives, work, family, and social relations of construction workers. It adds to our understanding of China’s new working class, the
deepening rural-urban divide, and the growing number of undocumented migrants working outside the protection of labor laws and
regulation. Swider shows how these migrants—members of the global "precariat," an emergent social force based on vulnerability,
insecurity, and uncertainty—are changing China’s class structure and what this means for the prospects for an independent labor
movement. The workers who build and serve Chinese cities, along with those who produce goods for the world to consume, are mostly
migrant workers. They, or their parents, grew up in the countryside; they are farmers who left the ﬁelds and migrated to the cities to
ﬁnd work. Informal workers—who represent a large segment of the emerging workforce—do not ﬁt the traditional model of industrial
wage workers. Although they have not been incorporated into the new legal framework that helps deﬁne and legitimize China’s
decentralized legal authoritarian regime, they have emerged as a central component of China’s economic success and an important
source of labor resistance. Mapping Precariousness, Labour Insecurity and Uncertain Livelihoods Subjectivities and
Resistance Taylor & Francis The condition of precariousness not only provides insights into a segment of the world of work or of a
particular subject group, but is also a standpoint for an overview of the condition of the social on a global scale. Because
precariousness is multidimensional and polysemantic, it traverses contemporary society and multiple contexts, from industrial to
class, gender, family relations as well as political participation, citizenship and migration. This book maps the diﬀerences and
similarities in the ways precariousness and insecurity in employment and beyond unfold and are subjectively experienced in regions
and sectors that are confronted with diﬀerent labour histories, legislations and economic priorities. Establishing a constructive
dialogue amongst diﬀerent global regions and across disciplines, the chapters explore the shift from precariousness to precariat and
collective subjects as it is being articulated in the current global crisis. This edited collection aims to continue a process of mapping
experiences by means of ethnographies, ﬁeldwork, interviews, content analysis, where the precarious deﬁne their condition and
explain how they try to withdraw from, cope with or embrace it. This is valuable reading for students and academics interested in
geography, sociology, economics and labour studies. Immigrant Labor and the New Precariat John Wiley & Sons Immigration has
been a contentious issue for decades, but in the twenty-ﬁrst century it has moved to center stage, propelled by an immigrant threat
narrative that blames foreign-born workers, and especially the undocumented, for the collapsing living standards of American
workers. According to that narrative, if immigration were summarily curtailed, border security established, and ""illegal aliens""
removed, the American Dream would be restored. In this book, Ruth Milkman demonstrates that immigration is not the cause of
economic precarity and growing inequality, as Trump and other promoters of the immigrant threat narrative claim. Rather, the inﬂux
of low-wage immigrants since the 1970s was a consequence of concerted employer eﬀorts to weaken labor unions, along with
neoliberal policies fostering outsourcing, deregulation, and skyrocketing inequality. These dynamics have remained largely invisible to
the public. The justiﬁable anger of US-born workers whose jobs have been eliminated or degraded has been tragically misdirected,
with even some liberal voices recently advocating immigration restriction. This provocative book argues that progressives should
instead challenge right-wing populism, redirecting workers' anger toward employers and political elites, demanding upgraded jobs for
foreign-born and US-born workers alike, along with public policies to reduce inequality. Economy and State John Wiley & Sons
Should governments be involved in economic aﬀairs? Challenging prevailing wisdom about the beneﬁts of self-regulating markets,
Nina Bandelj and Elizabeth Sowers oﬀer a uniquely sociological perspective to emphasize that states can never be divorced from
economy. From deﬁning property rights and regulating commodiﬁcation of labor to setting corporate governance standards and
international exchange rules, the state continuously manages the functioning of markets and inﬂuences economic outcomes for
individuals, ﬁrms and nations. The authors bring together classical interventions and cutting-edge contemporary research in economic
sociology to discuss six broad areas of economy/state connection: property, money, labor, ﬁrms, national economic growth, and global
economic exchange. A wealth of empirical examples and illustrations reveals that even if the nature of state inﬂuence on economy
varies across contexts, it is always dependent on social forces. This accessible and engaging book will be essential reading for upperlevel students of economic sociology, and those interested in the major economic dilemmas of our times. . The Corruption of
Capitalism Why rentiers thrive and work does not pay Biteback Publishing There is a lie at the heart of global capitalism.
Politicians, ﬁnanciers and global bureaucrats claim to believe in free competitive markets, but have constructed the most unfree
market system ever. It is corrupt because income is channelled to the owners of property - ﬁnancial, physical and intellectual - at the
expense of society. This book reveals how global capitalism is rigged in favour of rentiers to the detriment of all of us, especially the
precariat. A plutocracy and elite enriches itself, not through production of goods and services, but through ownership of assets,
including intellectual property, aided by subsidies, tax breaks, debt mechanisms, revolving doors between politics and business, and
the privatisation of public services. Rentier capitalism is entrenched by the corruption of democracy, manipulated by the plutocracy
and an elite-dominated media. Meanwhile, wages stagnate as labour markets are transformed by outsourcing, automation and the ondemand economy, generating more rental income while expanding the precariat. The Corruption of Capitalism argues that rentier
capitalism is fostering revolt, and concludes by outlining a new income distribution system that would achieve the extinction of the
rentier while promoting sustainable growth. The New Social Division Making and Unmaking Precariousness Springer This
volume addresses issues of precariousness in a broad, interdisciplinary perspective, looking at socio-economic transformations as well
as the identity formation and political organizing of precarious people. The collection bridges empirical research with social theory to
problematize and analyse the precariat. The Precariat The New Dangerous Class Covid-19 Preface -- Abbreviations -- 1 The
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Precariat -- 2 Why the Precariat is Growing -- 3 Who Enters the Precariat -- 4 Migrants: Victims, Villains or Heroes? -- 5 Labour, Work
and the Time Squeeze -- 6 A Politics of inferno -- 7 A Politics of Paradise -- Bibliography -- Index. The Workplace of the Future The
Fourth Industrial Revolution, the Precariat and the Death of Hierarchies Routledge The Fourth Industrial Revolution is a
global development that shows no signs of slowing down. In his book, The Workplace of the Future: The Fourth Industrial Revolution,
the Precariat and the Death of Hierarchies, Jon-Arild Johannessen sets a chilling vision of how robots and artiﬁcial intelligence will
completely disrupt and transform working life. The author contests that once the dust has settled from the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, workplaces and professions will be unrecognizable and we will see the rise of a new social class: the precariat. We will live
side by side with the 'working poor' - people who have several jobs, but still can't make ends meet. There will be a small salaried elite
consisting of innovation and knowledge workers. Slightly further into the future, there will be a major transformation in professional
environments. Johannessen also presents a typology for the precariat, the uncertain work that is created and develops a framework
for the working poor, as well as for future innovation and knowledge workers, and sets out a new structure for the social hierarchy. A
fascinating and thought-provoking insight into the impact of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, The Workplace of the Future will be of
interest to professionals and academics alike. The book is particularly suited to academic courses in management, economy, political
science and social sciences. Precarity and International Relations Springer Nature This book addresses the implications of current
thinking on precarity, precariousness and the precariat for the study of International Relations and International Political Economy.
Drawing on a broad range of critical theoretical resources including literatures on aesthetics and psychoanalysis as well as feminist,
Foucauldian, Marxian and postcolonial social theory, it explores the implications of precarity thought for three concepts: Sovereignty,
Solidarities and Work in International Relations. Does precarity re-inscribe or undermine the logic and practices of sovereignty? As a
common condition and point of mobilization, does precarity represent a new labor activism or does it ﬁnd ethical grounds for
solidarities that destabilize identities? How is precarity located, practiced and occluded in work relations? Running counter to the
contemporary impulse to grasp precarity and processes of its proliferation in homogenized terms as either being ensconced in
national imaginaries, or as ushering in a condition of global precarity and a global precariat class, the book also underscores the
entanglements of the global, national and local in the discursive and material production of precarity and precariousness in the
present conjuncture. Social Capital John Wiley & Sons Social capital is a principal concept across the social sciences and has readily
entered into mainstream discourse. In short, it is popular. However, this popularity has taken its toll. Social capital suﬀers from a lack
of consensus because of the varied ways it is measured, deﬁned, and deployed by diﬀerent researchers. It has been put to work in
ways that stretch and confuse its conceptual value, blurring the lines between networks, trust, civic engagement, and any type of
collaborative action. This clear and concise volume presents the diverse theoretical approaches of scholars from Marx, Coleman, and
Bourdieu to Putnam, Fukuyama, and Lin, carefully analyzing their commonalities and diﬀerences. Joonmo Son categorizes this wealth
of work according to whether its focus is on the necessary preconditions for social capital, its structural basis, or its production. He
distinguishes between individual and collective social capital (from shared resources of a personal network to pooled assets of a whole
society), and interrogates the practical impact social capital has had in various policy areas (from health to economic development).
Social Capital will be of immense value to readers across the social sciences and practitioners in relevant ﬁelds seeking to understand
this mercurial concept. The Cinema of the Precariat The Exploited, Underemployed, and Temp Workers of the World "The
ﬁrst book to lay out the incredible range of the precariat (the vast global workforce, suﬀering from precarity) as well as a detailed
report on the cinematic record of their work and lives"-- Precarious Places Social, Cultural and Economic Aspects of
Uncertainty and Anxiety in Everyday Life Springer Nature The book oﬀers a cross-disciplinary perspective on various aspects of
precariousness in contemporary culture and society, concentrating on the topographical aspects of sources and causes of uncertainty
and anxiety. Precariousness and precarity are themselves provisional and uncertain categories, though ones inviting to rethinking the
scopes of precarity and precariousness from the perspective of locality and of places involved in their otherwise global range. The
recent years have shown some ways in which precarity has changed its status and has become a strongly debated area not only in
economic and political disputes, but also in philosophical debates and various ﬁelds of research related to cultural studies. The articles
included in the volume address the spatial scope of anxieties and uncertainties involving numerous men and women aﬀected by the
several decades of the neoliberal insistence on various kinds of ﬂexibility which, in turn, has put in motion numerous new mechanisms
of exclusion and marginalization. Apart from this, a historical view on the making of precarious places is also oﬀered in the pages of
the book. Plunder of the Commons A Manifesto for Sharing Public Wealth Penguin UK 'One of the most important books I've
read in years' Brian Eno We are losing the commons. Austerity and neoliberal policies have depleted our shared wealth; our national
utilities have been sold oﬀ to foreign conglomerates, social housing is almost non-existent, our parks are cordoned oﬀ for private
events and our national art galleries are sponsored by banks and oil companies. This plunder deprives us all of our common rights,
recognized as far back as the Magna Carta and the Charter of the Forest of 1217, to share fairly and equitably in our public wealth.
Guy Standing leads us through a new appraisal of the commons, stemming from the medieval concept of common land reserved in
ancient law from marauding barons, to his modern reappraisal of the resources we all hold in common - a brilliant new synthesis that
crystallises quite how much public wealth has been redirected to the 1% in recent decades through the state-approved exploitation of
everything from our land to our state housing, health and beneﬁt systems, to our justice system, schools, newspapers and even the
air we breathe. Plunder of the Commons proposes a charter for a new form of commoning, of remembering, guarding and sharing that
which belongs to us all, to slash inequality and soothe our current political instability. Caring in Times of Precarity A Study of
Single Women Doing Creative Work in Shanghai Springer Caring in Times of Precarity draws together two key cultural
observations: the increase in those living a single life, and the growing attraction of creative careers. Straddling this historical
juncture, the book focuses on one particular group of ‘precariat’: single women in Shanghai in various forms of creative (self)employment. While negotiating their share of the uncanny creative work ethos, these women also ﬁnd themselves interpellated as
shengnü (‘left-over women’) in a society conﬁgured by a mix of Confucian values, heterosexual ideals, and global images of
womanhood. Following these women’s professional, social and intimate lives, the book refuses to see their singlehood and creative
labour as problematic, and them as victims. It departs from dominant thinking on precarity, which foregrounds and critiques the
contemporary need to be ﬂexible, mobile, and spontaneous to the extent of (self-)exploitation, accepting insecurity. The book seeks to
understand– empirically and speciﬁcally–women’s everyday struggles and pleasures. It highlights the up-close, everyday embodied,
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aﬀective, and subjective experience in a particular Chinese city, with broader, global resonances well beyond China. Exploring the
limits of the politics of precarity, the book proposes an ethics of care. The Consequences of Modernity John Wiley & Sons In this
major theoretical statement, the author oﬀers a new and provocative interpretation of the institutional transformations associated
with modernity. We do not as yet, he argues, live in a post-modern world. Rather the distinctive characteristics of our major social
institutions in the closing period of the twentieth century express the emergence of a period of 'high modernity,' in which prior trends
are radicalised rather than undermined. A post-modern social universe may eventually come into being, but this as yet lies 'on the
other side' of the forms of social and cultural organization which currently dominate world history. In developing an account of the
nature of modernity, Giddens concentrates upon analyzing the intersections between trust and risk, and security and danger, in the
modern world. Both the trust mechanisms associated with modernity and the distinctive 'risk proﬁle' it produces, he argues, are
distinctively diﬀerent from those characteristic of pre-modern social orders. This book build upon the author's previous theoretical
writings, and will be of fundamental interest to anyone concerned with Gidden's overall project. However, the work covers issues
which the author has not previously analyzed and extends the scope of his work into areas of pressing practical concern. This book will
be essential reading for second year undergraduates and above in sociology, politics, philosophy, and cultural studies. A Brief
History of Creative Work and Plutonomy Rethinking the Modern Thought-History of Work and Life Springer Nature This
book discusses the inﬂuence of creative work on human life, and the role it has played in shaping human civilization since antiquity.
To do so, it analyzes the history of thought on creative work from three civilizations: Greek, Indian, and Chinese, as well as
contemporary neurological studies on consciousness. According to the classical Greeks, humans are instinctively predisposed to use
creative work to gain truth, wisdom and happiness; the Indians consider that Dharma (duty, morality, etc.) can be achieved only
through work (karma); and for the Chinese, creative work is needed to attain the supreme wisdom (Dao). Modern studies on
consciousness show that our brain creates a personal self-model (ego tunnel) when we learn things creatively, and developing such
skills provides lifelong protection for the brain. In the 21st century, human involvement in creative work is declining as we use
mechanized systems to gain more and more proﬁt, but the wealth falls into the hands of the few superrich: the Plutonomy. As creative
work is taken over by AI systems, human work is reduced to operating those machines, and this in turn leads to an exponential growth
in the number of part-time workers (Precariat). The declining value of human life today is a consequence of this change in society.
Further, reducing creative work means we have no way to distribute wealth, nor do we have any means to address problems like the
lack of enthusiasm in the young; the health crisis due to lack of physical activity; or the environmental crisis due to the high demand
for energy to run mechanized systems. This book explores these issues. Social Class in the 21st Century Penguin UK A fresh take
on social class from the experts behind the BBC's 'Great British Class Survey'. Why does social class matter more than ever in Britain
today? How has the meaning of class changed? What does this mean for social mobility and inequality? In this book Mike Savage and
the team of sociologists responsible for the Great British Class Survey look beyond the labels to explore how and why our society is
changing and what this means for the people who ﬁnd themselves in the margins as well as in the centre. Their new conceptualization
of class is based on the distribution of three kinds of capital - economic (inequalities in income and wealth), social (the diﬀerent kinds
of people we know) and cultural (the ways in which our leisure and cultural preferences are exclusive) - and provides incontrovertible
evidence that class is as powerful and relevant today as it's ever been. The Social Structures of Global Academia Routledge
Higher education and research are now at the centre of economic and social policy in advanced information societies. Global networks
of researchers, ﬁnance, students and policymakers invoke collaborative sociological perspectives. What it means to be an academic
and to work in a technologically advanced knowledge industry has undergone transformations that cross national borders. The future
of knowledge production, social development, prosperity and the freedom of ideas are caught in the swelling of global tides. The
Social Structures of Global Academia exposes readers to a variety of issues that are impacting academics across the globe. The
volume includes contributions by leading social scientists and innovative research from emerging scholars. Its anchoring themes
include academic ethics, the aﬀective cultures of scholarship, changing funding structures and social control of the currents of
scholarly life. Giving readers an overview of the growing ﬁeld of critical studies of academia, The Social Structures of Global Academia
will appeal to students and scholars seeking to understand more of the burgeoning ﬁeld of critical sociologies of higher education, and
general readers interested in contemporary knowledge about universities, science and the people who make it their passion. It will
also appeal to policymakers who are invested in trying to make universities more viable places to work. The Politics of the
Precariat: From Populism to Lulista Hegemony From Populism to Lulista Hegemony BRILL Making use of the theoretical tools
of Marxist critical sociology, Ruy Braga proposes an innovative reading of the social history of Brazil – from Fordist populism to the
Lulista hegemony – using the ‘politics of the Precariat’ as an analytical vector. Precarious Work The Challenge for Labour Law in
Europe Edward Elgar Publishing This discerning book provides a wide-ranging comparative analysis of the legal and social policy
challenges posed by the spread of diﬀerent forms of precarious work in Europe, with various social models in force and a growing ‘gig
economy’ workforce. It not only considers the theoretical foundations of the concept of precarious work, but also oﬀers invaluable
insight into the potential methods of addressing this phenomenon through labour regulation and case law at EU and national level.
The Economics of Belonging A Radical Plan to Win Back the Left Behind and Achieve Prosperity for All Princeton
University Press A radical new approach to economic policy that addresses the symptoms and causes of inequality in Western society
today Fueled by populism and the frustrations of the disenfranchised, the past few years have witnessed the widespread rejection of
the economic and political order that Western countries built up after 1945. Political debates have turned into violent clashes between
those who want to “take their country back” and those viewed as defending an elitist, broken, and unpatriotic social contract. There
seems to be an increasing polarization of values. The Economics of Belonging argues that we should step back and take a fresh look at
the root causes of our current challenges. In this original, engaging book, Martin Sandbu argues that economics remains at the heart
of our widening inequality and it is only by focusing on the right policies that we can address it. He proposes a detailed, radical plan
for creating a just economy where everyone can belong. Sandbu demonstrates that the rising numbers of the left behind are not due
to globalization gone too far. Rather, technological change and ﬂawed but avoidable domestic policies have eroded the foundations of
an economy in which everyone can participate—and would have done so even with a much less globalized economy. Sandbu contends
that we have to double down on economic openness while pursuing dramatic reforms involving productivity, regional development,
support for small- and medium-sized businesses, and increased worker representation. He discusses how a more active
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macroeconomic policy, education for all, universal basic income, and better taxation of capital could work together for society’s
beneﬁt. Oﬀering real answers, not invective, for facing our most serious political issues, The Economics of Belonging shows how a
better economic system can work for all. Basic Income And How We Can Make It Happen Penguin UK 'Basic Income is an idea
whose time has come, and Guy Standing has pioneered our understanding of it...as we move into an age where work and leisure
become blurred, and work dissociated from incomes, Standing's analysis is vital' Paul Mason Shouldn't everyone receive a stake in
society's wealth? Could we create a fairer world by granting a guaranteed income to all? What would this mean for our health, wealth
and happiness? Basic Income is a regular cash transfer from the state, received by all individual citizens. It is an acknowledgement
that everyone plays a part in generating the wealth currently enjoyed only by a few. Political parties across the world are now
adopting it as oﬃcial policy and the idea generates headlines every day. Guy Standing has been at the forefront of thought about
Basic Income for the past thirty years, and in this book he covers in authoritative detail its eﬀects on the economy, poverty, work and
labour; dissects and disproves the standard arguments against Basic Income; explains what we can learn from pilots across the world
and illustrates exactly why a Basic Income has now become such an urgent necessity. Criminalisation and Advanced Marginality
Critically Exploring the Work of Loïc Wacquant Policy Press Written by criminologists and policy analysts, Criminalisation and
advanced marginality oﬀers a constructive but critical application of Wacquant's ideas. Religion in the Contemporary World A
Sociological Introduction John Wiley & Sons In the new edition of this widely praised text, Alan Aldridge examines the complex
realities of religious belief, practice and institutions. Religion is a powerful and controversial force in the contemporary world, even in
supposedly secular societies. Almost all societies seek to cultivate religions and faith communities as sources of social stability and
engines of social progress. They also try to combat real and imagined abuses and excess, regulating cults that brainwash vulnerable
people, containing fundamentalism that threatens democracy and the progress of science, and identifying terrorists who threaten
atrocities in the name of religion. The third edition has been carefully revised to make sure it is fully up to date with recent
developments and debates. Major themes in the revised edition include the recently erupted ‘culture war’ between progressive
secularists and conservative believers, the diverse manifestations of ‘fundamentalism’ and their impact on the wider society, new
individual forms of religious expression in opposition to traditional structures of authority, and the backlash against ‘multiculturalism’
with its controversial implications for the social integration of ethnic and religious minority communities. Impressive in its scholarly
analysis of a vibrant and challenging aspect of human societies, the third edition will appeal strongly to students taking courses in the
sociology of religion and religious studies, as well as to everyone interested in the place of religion in the contemporary world. The
Workplace of the Future The Fourth Industrial Revolution, the Precariat and the Death of Hierarchies Routledge The
Fourth Industrial Revolution is a global development that shows no signs of slowing down. In his book, The Workplace of the Future:
The Fourth Industrial Revolution, the Precariat and the Death of Hierarchies, Jon-Arild Johannessen sets a chilling vision of how robots
and artiﬁcial intelligence will completely disrupt and transform working life. The author contests that once the dust has settled from
the Fourth Industrial Revolution, workplaces and professions will be unrecognizable and we will see the rise of a new social class: the
precariat. We will live side by side with the 'working poor' – people who have several jobs, but still can’t make ends meet. There will
be a small salaried elite consisting of innovation and knowledge workers. Slightly further into the future, there will be a major
transformation in professional environments. Johannessen also presents a typology for the precariat, the uncertain work that is
created and develops a framework for the working poor, as well as for future innovation and knowledge workers, and sets out a new
structure for the social hierarchy. A fascinating and thought-provoking insight into the impact of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, The
Workplace of the Future will be of interest to professionals and academics alike. The book is particularly suited to academic courses in
management, economy, political science and social sciences. Temporary Work, Agencies and Unfree Labour Insecurity in the
New World of Work Routledge Unfree labor has not disappeared from advanced capitalist economies. In this sense the debates
among and between Marxist and orthodox economic historians about the incompatibility of capitalism and unfree labor are moot: the
International Labour Organisation has identiﬁed forced, coerced, and unfree labor as a contemporary issue of global concern.
Previously hidden forms of unfree labor have emerged in parallel with several other well-documented trends aﬀecting labor
conditions, rights, and modes of regulation. These evolving types of unfree labor include the increasing normalization of contingent
work (and, by extension, the undermining of the standard contract of employment), and an increase in labor intermediation. The
normative, political, and numerical rise of temporary employment agencies in many countries in the last three decades is indicative of
these trends. It is in the context of this rapidly changing landscape that this book consolidates and expands on research designed to
understand new institutions for work in the global era. This edited collection provides a theoretical and empirical exploration of the
links between unfree labor, intermediation, and modes of regulation, with particular focus on the evolving institutional forms and
political-economic contexts that have been implicated in, and shaped by, the ascendency of temp agencies. What is distinctive about
this collection is this bi-focal lens: it makes a substantial theoretical contribution by linking disparate literatures on, and debates
about, the co-evolution of contingent work and unfree labor, new forms of labor intermediation, and diﬀerent regulatory approaches;
but it further lays the foundation for this theory in a series of empirically rich and geographically diverse case studies. This integrative
approach is grounded in a cross-national comparative framework, using this approach as the basis for assessing how, and to what
extent, temporary agency work can be considered unfree wage labor Precarity Uncertain, insecure and unequal lives in
Aotearoa New Zealand Massey University Press Leading UK economist Guy Standing has referred to the precariat as a class-in-themaking. The Precariat are our fellow citizens — be they poor, elderly, disabled, homeless, estranged from their cultural communities,
refugees, engaged in casual work — who lead lives of uncertainty, dependency, powerlessness, perilousness and insuﬃciency. They
are the outcome of the gradual dismantling of the welfare state and the withering of union representation. They are also the victims of
the changing nature of work. This important book moves beyond the world of labour to identify and illustrate other forms of precarity
in New Zealand, including the lack of opportunities for cultural expression and the struggle to be safe. It focuses on New Zealand's
emerging class, not to further vilify it but rather to place its members' lived experience in plain sight. As the editors say, &‘It is time
that all New Zealanders understood the reality of what many of our citizens endure in the struggle to make ends meet and live
digniﬁed lives.' Precarious Japan Duke University Press In an era of irregular labor, nagging recession, nuclear contamination, and a
shrinking population, Japan is facing precarious times. How the Japanese experience insecurity in their daily and social lives is the
subject of Precarious Japan. Tacking between the structural conditions of socioeconomic life and the ways people are making do, or
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not, Anne Allison chronicles the loss of home aﬀecting many Japanese, not only in the literal sense but also in the ﬁgurative sense of
not belonging. Until the collapse of Japan's economic bubble in 1991, lifelong employment and a secure income were within reach of
most Japanese men, enabling them to maintain their families in a comfortable middle-class lifestyle. Now, as fewer and fewer people
are able to ﬁnd full-time work, hope turns to hopelessness and security gives way to a pervasive unease. Yet some Japanese are
getting by, partly by reconceiving notions of home, family, and togetherness. New Polarizations and Old Contradictions: The
Crisis of Centrism Socialist Register 2022 NYU Press Takes the buzzword "polarization" as its point of departure to describe the
vast, and ever-growing economic inequality worldwide "Polarization" is a word commonly used by everyone from mainstream
journalists to the person in the street, whatever their political stripe. But this widely recognized phenomenon deserves scrutiny. The
58th volume of the Socialist Register takes up the challenge, asking such questions as: Are the current tendencies towards
polarization new, and if so, what is their signiﬁcance? What underlying contradictions—between race, class, income, gender, and
geopolitics—do the latest polarization trends expose? And to what extent can "centrist" politics continue to hold and contain these
internal contradictions? This volume's original essays examine the escalating polarization of national, racial, generational, and other
identities, all in the context of growing economic inequality, new forms of regional and urban antagonism, "vaccine nationalism," and
the shifting parameters of rivalry between the "Great Powers." Work After Globalization Building Occupational Citizenship
Edward Elgar Publishing This is a scholarly and erudite work. . . There is a wealth of detail, all illustrated with plenty of fascinating
examples. . . It is impossible to give the full ﬂavour of this thoughtful and stimulating book in even a long review, but it deserves to be
widely accessible and read. Citizen s Income . . . this is the greatest book ever about work (in all its forms). . . Work after Globalization
oﬀers us the kind of foundation we need to launch a new social-democratic program. . . do yourself a favour, don t take my word for it.
You need to read this book for yourself. . . If you re ever going to read a book about work, make it this one. Peter Hall-Jones, New
Unionism Network This is an important book. It shifts emphasis from the role of capital to the creativity of labour in the creation of
value in the real economy. A central role is accorded to each and all of the skills and occupations which contribute to the construction
of an economy and a civic culture governed by the public interest. Guy Standing has made an original contribution to the validation of
human creativity in the economic process. The work owes an acknowledged debt to the vision of Karl Polanyi. Kari Polanyi-Levitt,
McGill University, Canada Standing has written a comprehensive account of what the forces and developments that govern the
contemporary world (such as states, employers, trade unions, the globalization of labor markets, ﬁnancial market crises etc.) do to
workers and the conditions under which they work and live. It is rare for a social science work that is full of empirical information to be
as accessibly written as this one. It is even rarer to ﬁnd all three of the things that good social science can deliver ﬁne-grained
description, original explanation, sophisticated normative reﬂection in the pages of a single volume. One of the richest accounts of the
fates of labor since Polanyi (1944). Claus Oﬀe, Hertie School of Governance, Germany In Work after Globalization, Guy Standing, one
of the most knowledgeable and theoretically sophisticated scholars in the area of labor relations today, paints a rich panorama of
contemporary labor practices around the world to demonstrate that we are in the midst of a societal shift of historical dimensions.
Standing s concept of occupational citizenship provides a way to re-capture both human agency and community, thereby reconciling
the individual with society and ﬂexibility with new forms of social security. This book is a tour de force for its sweeping scope, incisive
analysis, and predictive power. Katherine Stone, University of California, Los Angeles, US In this ground-breaking book, Guy Standing
oﬀers a new perspective on work and citizenship, rejecting the labourist orientation of the 20th century. Karl Polanyi s The Great
Transformation marked the rise of industrial citizenship, which hinged on ﬁctitious labour decommodiﬁcation. Since the 1970s, this
has collapsed and a Global Transformation is under way, in which inequalities and insecurities are becoming unsustainable. Guy
Standing explains that while a struggle against paternalism is essential, the desirable egalitarian response to the problems caused by
globalization is a strategy to build occupational citizenship. This is based on a right to universal economic security and institutions to
enable everybody to develop their capabilities and work whilst respecting the ecological imperatives of the 21st century. The book
also explores a phasing out of labour law and a re-orientation of collective bargaining towards collaborative bargaining, highlighting
the increased importance of the relationship between groups of workers and citizens as well as between workers and capital. Work
after Globalization oﬀers a new perspective on work, rejecting the labourist orientation of the 20th century. Social scientists interested
in globalization and labour market issues will warmly welcome this book. It will also strongly appeal to stude The Precariat
Bloomsbury Publishing ‘I can see this life for exactly what it is. I can now, anyway. We’re walkin’ a knife edge. One slip, one tiny slip
an’ we fall. An’ there’s a fuck of a long way to fall...even for us. An’ we’re kept there...on the knife edge...because they can tell yer
which way t’go. Forward or down.’ Fin’s bright. Some would say gifted. But school isn’t going well. While he is busy coping with his
mum’s depression and his younger brother’s drug problem, he can feel his future slipping away. The few jobs that are available in
North London are part-time or temporary, and Fin knows his future will be a life of unstable pay, minimal social security beneﬁts, no
pension and eroding health care. He is the uture of the emerging major class – living precarious lives at the mercy of the one percent:
The Precariat. With his world collapsing slowly around him, Fin ﬁnds hope and attraction with the girl at the fried chicken drive-through
window. But even she can’t oﬀer him a way out. Fin makes one ﬁnal desperate bid to take control over the future – by giving his
brother the chance to turn his life around... Politics of Precarity Migrant Conditions, Struggles and Experiences Studies in
Critical Social Science A study of precarity as both a condition and a mobilizing force for resistance in migrant communities across the
globe
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